
Date: 8th - 11th May 2018     
Location: ZESA training centre, Harare, Zimbabwe

Contact: Clara Chiseko, EFZ +263 772 340 578,  
Zvisinei Valley, ZCC +263 773 898 400  

Idzai Murimba, Tearfund +263 774 649 069 / idzai.murimba@tearfund.org 
For more information and ticket prices: bitly.com/zimbabwegathering

JOIN US AS WE REFLECT ON BIBLICAL  
FOUNDATIONS OF FAMILY, COURAGEOUS  

LEADERSHIP AND INTEGRAL MISSION

THINKING  
THEOLOGY 

LETTING THE BIBLE SHAPE OUR  
DEVELOPMENT WORK



Thinking Theologically was developed to support theologians, Church 
leaders, and Christians working in relief and development work to help 
envision and equip them for integral mission. 

The gatherings provide space and opportunity for people take a break from 
their daily work and reflect on what the bible has to say about the nature 
of mission and explore what it means for their work in tackling poverty. 
Thinking Theology: Zimbabwe will focus on three main themes; integral 
mission, family and leadership, looking specifically at what this means in the 
Zimbabwean context.  The programme has been designed to allow delegates 
to look at what impact a deeper understanding of holistic mission and a 
life of  discipleship has upon particular topics related to poverty, relief and 
development, by thinking theologically about them.

Key objectives of the gathering include:
1. To supercharge the church into greater influence and action in  

integral mission
2. Inspiring courageous and relevant leadership and helping it spread
3. Addressing the changing modern family;  broken relationships, gender, 

discipleship, whole life transformation, child protection
4. Going back to basics -  including looking at discipleship
5. Create platforms for dialogue – encourage unity
6. Reflection, learning and understanding impact and accountability
7. Re-igniting effective and righteous prayer

We believe this event is essential to share hearts and minds and to mobilise 
the church and communities in Zimbabwe to be bringers of hope.

Come and be a part of this significant gathering of theological 
thinkers as we reflect and discuss ways to challenge, envision and 
equip the church to reveal the nature and reality of God’s kingdom in 
the world today.

Find out more at bitly.com/zimbabwegathering


